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Applying to the UN “in the name of ‘Taiwan’” 
 

Alan D. Romberg 
 
 
Since publication of CLM 21, much has happened in the course of the 
presidential campaign in Taiwan to provide material for a meaty essay. KMT 
presidential candidate Ma Ying-jeou, who maintains a substantial lead in most 
polls, was found innocent of corruption charges (although the prosecution will 
appeal); Ma also stepped up his campaign around the island with several “long 
stay” efforts focusing on social and economic issues. DPP presidential 
candidate Frank Hsieh visited the United States and, after an agonizing 
struggle and with a little “encouragement” from President Chen Shui-bian, 
finally picked his primary campaign rival, former premier Su Tseng-chang, as 
his running mate; Hsieh’s obvious preference for that role, former vice premier 
Yeh Chu-lan, then became secretary general of the president’s office and 
campaign manager for Hsieh.1 A number of DPP heavyweights, including Vice 
President Annette Lu and DPP chairman Yu Shyi-kun, were indicted on 
forgery and corruption charges in connection with alleged misuse of public 
funds. Although Yu resigned his party post, he nonetheless pressed for a more 
explicitly “Taiwan independence”–oriented version of the “normal country 
resolution” adopted by the party at the end of September. Although this effort 
was roundly defeated, there are some signs that DPP intraparty rivalry will 
continue, as it does within the KMT, and the impact on the campaign remains 
to be seen. At long last the Taiwan defense budget passed the LY, with 
provisions authorizing arms purchases from the United States, although the fate 
of some systems, such as submarines and F-16s, remained question marks. 
And, finally, after smoldering for some time, negotiations between Beijing and 
Taipei to bring the Olympic torch to Taiwan finally collapsed, with each side 
blaming the other. 
 
 And in future CLM articles we’ll certainly come back to some of these 
issues.  
 
 But one issue came to dominate the trilateral U.S.-Taiwan-PRC agenda 
during this period, and seems destined to do so for some time to come: the DPP 
referendum on joining the United Nations “in the name of ‘Taiwan.’” The issue 
of a “2nd Republic” constitution, which we noted in CLM 21 was a matter of 
such great sensitivity in the first half of the year, simply faded away with the 
passage of time and under the intense light of U.S. and Mainland attention.2 
However, the UN referendum issue, already a matter of some controversy by 
early summer, came to occupy center stage not only in the election campaign, 
but also among all three actors in the triangular relationship. 
 
 This article is, therefore, devoted entirely to discussing that issue. 
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The Referendum Issue in Taiwan 
 
In earlier issues of CLM, we have noted that the DPP-proposed referendum on joining the 
United Nations “in the name of ‘Taiwan’” was becoming an increasingly prominent issue 
in cross-Strait relations, a focus of PRC concern, and a matter of some tension between 
Taipei and Washington. Since we last wrote in early July, it has become “the” issue of the 
day, and has even come to dominate much of the campaign itself. 
 
 As we discuss in greater detail below, various explanations have been given by 
the DPP and by the Chen administration, including by President Chen himself, about why 
the referendum is necessary. Most of these explanations center on the twin issues of 
deepening “Taiwanese identity” and promoting international acceptance—over time—of 
Taiwan as a sovereign, independent state. At the same time, they include an insistent 
argument that this has nothing to do with changing the formal name of “the Republic of 
China” or violating the “four noes” pledges that President Chen made in his 2000 and 
2004 inaugural addresses. 3 
 
 Although both presidential candidates have argued that neither this question, nor 
even the broader issue of cross-Strait relations, should be the centerpiece of the 
campaign, in fact the referendum is shaping up to be precisely that, at least for this 
period. In large part, this is because the referendum issue has been strongly opposed by 
both the PRC and the United States, and has become entangled with the ensuing political 
reactions in Taiwan.  
 
 
The DPP Referendum 
 
The text of the DPP referendum reads: 
 

In 1971, the People’s Republic of China replaced the Republic of China as a 
member of the United Nations, thus making Taiwan an international orphan. In 
order to strongly express the will of the Taiwanese people, and to elevate 
Taiwan’s international status and international participation, do you agree with 
the government to use the name “Taiwan” to enter the United Nations? 4 

As discussed below, Beijing has placed special emphasis on the DPP “explanation 
document” for the referendum5 as evidence that this is not the straightforward, non-
provocative issue Chen Shui-bian likes to portray. Rather, the Mainland sees it as part of 
a concerted and deceptive plan to lay the political and legal foundation for movement to 
formal, de jure independence.  

 That explanation document argues that, with Taiwan having been excluded from 
the UN in 1971 by UNGA Resolution 2758,6 having been without representation since 
that time, and, as in the past, having no prospect of gaining UN membership under the 
name “Republic of China,” it is essential to become a “new member” of the UN under the  
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name “Taiwan.” Moreover, the DPP argument goes on, it is necessary to do so in a way 
that emphasizes Taiwan’s “sovereign, independent” status in order to counter the 
Mainland’s “one China principle” as well as the claim that “Taiwan is a province  
of China.” 
 
 The DPP document then asks: “How then can we show Taiwan’s sovereignty?” 
And it provides the answer: 
 

A national referendum is the best option. The truth is, the ROC method in the 
UN cannot work. In the long term, the international community can learn to 
gradually accept and support the name “Taiwan.” By employing the tool of a 
national referendum, we can demonstrate our collective will and also further 
emphasize the ridiculousness of excluding 24 million people of Taiwan from 
the UN.  
 

It goes on to argue that a referendum also has special authority: 
 

In accordance with the principles of democracy, a national referendum strongly 
reflects the collective will of the country’s citizens. It represents a supreme 
power that supersedes any existing laws or documents, including the 
Constitution. The national referendum “Joining the UN, under the name of 
Taiwan” is the only way to transcend the limitations set by the Constitution, 
and to demonstrate the collective will of the Taiwanese people. 
 

 On the one hand, Chen has responded to PRC charges about the purposes of the 
referendum, and more particularly to American concerns about where this is all heading, 
by stating that, even if the referendum passes, “nothing will change.”7 On the other, he 
argues that this is a matter of enormous significance: “The referendum will have a major 
impact on history, as everyone will soon see.”8 As he put it during a videoconference 
address to the World Federation of Taiwanese Associations meeting in Osaka, Japan: 
 

As long as we insist on going the right way and doing the right thing, we will 
eventually reach our goal. Taiwan will be correctly named, Taiwan will have a 
new constitution, Taiwan will join the United Nations and Taiwan will become 
a new and independent, normal country.9 
 

 These quotes suggest that Chen would have the world differentiate between his 
long-term goals (which are ambitious) and his short-term expectations (which, at least 
according to him, are modest). Focusing on the latter, he has continued to ask over the 
course of the summer and early fall, as he did in his Washington Post interview in July,10 
what it is about the referendum that the United States finds troubling. Is it about the 
matter of holding a referendum itself? Or about joining the UN? Or about using the name 
“Taiwan”? “What is there to oppose in any of these?” (As discussed below, the United 
States has now provided quite direct answers to those questions.) 
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 True, he says, “we want to use the name of Taiwan to actively join the 
international community, join international organizations and join the United Nations, 
and help Taiwan establish a new identity and status on the world map.”11 But this is not 
calling for a change in name or change in the constitution, he argues. It is merely seeking 
to use the application “in the name of ‘Taiwan’” to “establish a new identity” and, while 
maintaining the status quo in the Taiwan Strait, to establish a new status for Taiwan in 
the international community. Although the official name “Republic of China” “is 
changeable,” he says,12 changing it is not the intent or effect of the referendum and he is 
not seeking to provoke anyone. The point is that Taiwan is not a province of the PRC but 
a separate sovereign entity that deserves a seat at the UN table.13 
 
 In a speech to the World Taiwanese Congress in Taipei Chen argued: 
 

The evolution of history shows quite clearly that Taiwan is already a nation 
with independent sovereignty, but Taiwan is still not a normal democratic 
country. We therefore need to continuously and aggressively seek “name 
rectification,” “formulation of constitution,” “joining the United Nations,” 
“implementation of transitional justice,” “establishment of Taiwan-centric 
consciousness” through “referenda” and other democratic means, and to be 
united in one heart and one mind to build a normal and great democratic 
country. This is also the most important reason why I have repeatedly stressed 
that the “Normal Country Resolution” must be adopted [by the DPP].14 

 
 At times, Chen has returned to a theme that he had struck in the past about how 
the UN bid is “mission impossible,” but how he is willing to sacrifice his personal 
comfort and bear hardships to pursue it in order to protect Taiwan from becoming part of 
the PRC. “What is the meaning and value of being president for eight years if I cannot 
protect Taiwan?”15 He argues he will not give up until the international community has 
recognized Taiwan.16 
 
 In a videoconference with the American Enterprise Institute in early September, 
Chen took this discussion of his “mission” to a new level. He noted that Taipei had in the 
past “made compromises on the choice of name for application and method of 
participation,” never before having “formally filed an application” directly to the United 
Nations “in the name of ‘Taiwan.’” Turning history somewhat on its head, Chen said that 
“the political term ‘Republic of China’ was conceived to challenge and deny the legality 
of the ‘People’s Republic of China.’” But, he said, Taiwan no longer seeks to do this, for 
example by challenging Beijing’s seat in the UN. Rather, it wishes to apply to the UN 
“under the name ‘Taiwan’” and to do so “in the capacity of a new member state.” Having 
established this “pragmatic and responsible” attitude, Chen nonetheless acknowledged 
the difficulty of the challenge. Describing how he would meet that challenge, he 
melodramatically quoted the lyrics of “The Impossible Dream” from the Broadway 
musical Man of La Mancha, underscoring the determination “to fight the unbeatable foe” 
and “bear the unbearable sorrow” to achieve his aims. It may not be too far off the mark 
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to suggest that, in reciting the final verse, Chen expressed his true vision of himself and 
his mission: 
 

And I know if I’ll only be true to this glorious quest 
That my heart will be peaceful and calm when I'm laid to my rest 
And the world will be better for this 
That one man scorned and covered with scars 
Still strove with his last ounce of courage 
To reach the unreachable star17 

 
 At other times, however, he has seemed to suggest that he is merely being carried 
along by larger forces of democracy over which he has no control. Ignoring his own role 
in promoting the referendum in the first place, and in the manner of one of the chief 
instigators of the French revolution of 1848 who, trying to force his way through a mob, 
allegedly proclaimed, “Let me pass, I have to follow them, I am their leader,”18 Chen 
argues that he must pursue the referendum because it is “the will of the Taiwanese 
people.”19  
 

On the eve of a Kaohsiung mass rally on 15 September in support of the 
referendum, Chen Shui-bian revved up the rhetoric. On the way to Kaohsiung, he urged 
people to recall that “Taiwan is an independent sovereign country, and it has the right to 
join the U.N.”20 Underscoring the effort to paint the KMT as PRC toadies, he used the 
following line: 
 

If you think Taiwan is an independent state and not part of the PRC, please 
support the referendum proposed by the DPP; 
 
If you think Taiwan is part of China or the PRC, or believe there is “one 
China” and that Taiwan should ultimately unify with China or that the ROC 
includes China and Mongolia, please vote for the KMT’s referendum 
proposal.21 

 
At the rally itself he restated his position once again: 
 

China says Taiwan is part of China. I believe we definitely disagree. Our 
Taiwan is an independent sovereign state. Taiwan is not part of the PRC. It is 
very clear that our Taiwan and China are yi bian yi guo [each side of the 
Taiwan Strait a separate country].22 

 
 
Applying to the United Nations 
 
As all of this political activity was swirling around over the referendum issue, Chen also 
took direct steps to apply to the United Nations. In addition to the annual submission by a 
number of Taiwan’s few remaining diplomatic partners that went forward for 
consideration in New York when the General Assembly convened in September, Chen 
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took the unprecedented step of writing directly to UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon in 
mid-July.  
 
 The letter cited what Chen called the “fundamental right” of the people of Taiwan 
to participate in the world body, consistent with the principle of universality, and he 
stated that he was thereby formally submitting Taiwan’s application for admission of 
Taiwan as a “member” of the United Nations. He signed the letter “Chen Shui-bian, 
President, Taiwan.”23 
 

Unsurprisingly, it was rejected,24 but the grounds for the rejection cited by 
Secretary-General Ban and by the UN Legal Affairs office—that Taiwan’s status as “part 
of China” had been determined in 1971 by UNGA Resolution 2758, which turned the 
“China” seat over to Beijing and ousted Taipei, and that the PRC represented “the whole 
of China” (including Taiwan)—set off a public firestorm of outrage in Taipei but 
consternation privately expressed elsewhere.25 
 

In supporting the Secretary-General’s position, Beijing justified the rejection in 
even more colorful terms: 

 
Any issues that involve China’s sovereignty and territorial integrity must be 
jointly decided on by all the 1.3 billion people of China. On this matter of 
fundamental principle, we have not the slightest room for compromise. While 
we will unswervingly propel cross-Strait relations forward in the direction of 
peace and stability, we have made the necessary preparations for resolutely 
stopping all “Taiwan independence” adventures and will never allow “Taiwan 
independence” separatist forces to separate Taiwan from China under any 
name and in any way. If they ignore [our] warnings and denunciation by world 
opinion and obstinately cling to their course and become reckless in 
desperation, the Chen Shui-bian authorities must bear responsibility for all the 
serious consequences arising therefrom. In the end the scum of the nation who 
plot to divide the country will not escape the punishment of history.26 
 

 A consequence of the UN’s handling the application in terms of 2758 was that it 
led Chen to submit yet a further letter on 31 July. This time he wrote not only to 
Secretary-General Ban, but also to the UN Security Council President, who ironically that 
month happened to be Ambassador Wang Guangya of the PRC. In the letter to Ban, Chen 
rejected the Secretary-General’s interpretation of 2758 and noted that “My country, 
Taiwan, is an independent sovereign nation.” He did not include this sentence in his letter 
to Wang, but, as with his earlier letter to Ban, Chen signed both letters “Chen Shui-bian, 
President, Taiwan.”27 
 
 All of these points, of course, were added to the list of “evidence” cited by the 
PRC that the UN application, as well as the referendum, were all part of a carefully 
planned scenario to promote “Taiwan independence.”28 
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In mid-August, a number of Taiwan’s diplomatic partners submitted the 
“standard” annual request for consideration of Taiwan’s UN membership. Chen 
expressed the hope that others would support Taiwan’s application or “at least not oppose 
us.”29 On 19 September, the application was taken up the General Committee of the 
General Assembly to decide if it should be put on the UNGA agenda. Although fully 
realizing it would lose, Taiwan hoped for a full debate of the issue, and three of its 
supporters argued for that. The PRC and its supporters argued for a limited debate of only 
two speakers each for “pro” and “con.” This was put to a vote and the “two-plus-two” 
formula was adopted 24-3, with the United States voting with the PRC.  
 

During the debate, PRC representative Wang Guangya touted the PRC’s concern 
for the people of Taiwan; condemned Chen for seeking “Taiwan independence,” 
including through the UN referendum; cited Beijing’s expansive interpretation of 
Resolution 2758; and expressed the view that the “farce” of applying to the UNGA for 
membership for the past 15 years “should long have been stopped.”30 After the two 
selected representatives for each side had spoken, the General Committee chairman did 
not call for a show of hands but simply ruled that there was not a consensus to put the 
matter on the General Assembly’s agenda.31 
 

In fact, however, this was not the end of it. On 21 September, Taiwan’s allies 
initiated a floor debate in the General Assembly on the General Committee’s 
recommendation not to consider the Taiwan item. The debate consumed over four hours, 
during which some 126 countries spoke against Taiwan and 14 spoke in favor. It was 
defeated without vote. The United States did not speak (nor did Japan), but it did issue a 
statement on the USUN website reiterating its opposition to Taipei’s effort and 
characterizing it as counterproductive.32 
 

Despite the predictable lopsided trend against Taiwan, the foreign ministry in 
Taipei expressed pleasure that for the first time the issue of Taiwan’s representation had 
been discussed “so extensively” at a UNGA plenary. This “shows,” the ministry said, the 
high level of attention from the international community.33 Moreover, Taiwan took steps 
to have its diplomatic allies raise the issue during their speeches to the UNGA.34 
 

Some say that Chen’s goal all along has been to fail spectacularly at the UN, so he 
could use the rejection as a rallying point for the referendum and for the DPP in the 
election. Among others, the KMT has charged this at various times, including in Ma 
Ying-jeou’s 15 September statement on the occasion of a rally for the party’s own UN 
referendum (discussed below).  
 

Chen, of course, denies this, saying that it has nothing to do with garnering 
support in the election (or, of course, with changing the official title or violating the 
status quo). Rather, it has to do with “a fight between justice and evil within the 
international community,”35 fairness to the people of Taiwan, and the necessity to 
preserve the status quo in the face of PRC attempts to change it. Moreover, even though 
there was no chance of success at the UN, he has said a referendum would help forge 
domestic consensus and unity on the issue.36 And once the people of Taiwan express 
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themselves collectively through a referendum, this would lead Beijing to better respect 
the choice of the Taiwan public in future cross-Strait dealings.37 
 

As much as the argument for the referendum—and for applying to the UN—“in 
the name of ‘Taiwan’” has focused around these themes of internal unity and the “fight 
for international recognition and respect for the country’s sovereign status,”38 the effort 
appears importantly intended as a statement and a demonstration that Taiwan already is a 
sovereign, independent state. And Taipei seemed to see some resonance for this argument 
in the form of increasing international attention to the issue.39 
 
 
Frank Hsieh Chang-ting’s role 
 
As he approached the 15 September rally, and fully aware that DPP presidential 
candidate Frank Hsieh Chang-ting was beginning to show concern about the potential 
negative impact of the referendum on his campaign, Chen went out of his way to 
associate Hsieh with the effort. Chen noted that the decision to launch the referendum 
campaign followed extensive discussion, including consultations with Hsieh, and that 
Hsieh was a member of the DPP Central Standing Committee that proposed and 
supported the motion for the referendum drive. He characterized Hsieh as having 
supported the use of the name “Taiwan” to enter the UN for almost two decades, and as 
being “very resolute” on the issue both before and after Hsieh’s recent visit to the United 
States. Chen also asserted that both letters he sent to UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon 
had been discussed in advance with Hsieh and received his full support.40  
 

Hsieh thus faces a huge dilemma in all of this. On the one hand, as we have 
discussed in earlier CLM articles, he cannot afford to alienate either President Chen or 
others in the pan-Green base. Moreover, he of course supports the principles with regard 
to Taiwan’s sovereign, independent status; its right to participate in the international 
community including the UN; and the ultimate goal of formal independence. 
 

 On the other hand, it is evident that he sees the potential damage the 
referendum could cause not only to his campaign but, should he be elected, to his ability 
to promote smooth cross-Strait relations and harmonious relations with the United States. 
 

While Hsieh had said he would not make the referendum the centerpiece of his 
campaign, he nonetheless took a firm position before visiting the United States: “I’ll not 
change the stance (on the issue) in order to win the presidential election or placate the 
United States. Rather, I'll take advantage of the upcoming trip and make the U.S. 
understand the wish of people here. Taiwan is a sovereign country. It must not be 
mistaken for a factory or a company.”41  
 

At the same time, Hsieh indicated that he would seek to build mutual confidence 
with Washington42 and that he would “take into consideration” the U.S. government’s 
viewpoint.43 
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There were some indications as Hsieh prepared for his trip that he would, at least 
in private conversations with American officials, try to separate himself from President 
Chen’s fixed position on the referendum, even if in public he would have to hew to the 
party line. In the end, however, Hsieh’s arguments in private were reported to have been 
similar to those he made in public, and they were reportedly not persuasive to his 
American counterparts.  
 

Hsieh is said to have argued that the United States should not strongly oppose the 
referendum, because the PRC was not really concerned about it; Beijing knew that 
Taiwan could not obtain UN membership.44 This approach was strongly rebutted, and the 
U.S. government lined up solidly to impress on Hsieh how seriously the issue was viewed 
in Washington, and that he, and not just Chen, would be held responsible. He was also 
met with a dismissive response when he argued that the referendum was an exercise, not 
in independence, but in rallying national identity, which was, in turn, necessary to back 
greater defense efforts—something the United States badly wanted. 
 
 While in the United States, Hsieh sought to parry criticism of the referendum on a 
number of grounds: it could not be stopped, because it reflected the democratic will of the 
people that even the KMT had to respect; it was not a formal “name change”; it was not 
the opening shot in a series of referenda that would climax with one on “formal 
independence” (he argued that, as Taiwan is already independent, it doesn’t need a 
referendum for that purpose).45 In all, Hsieh stressed that he was eager to improve cross-
Strait relations, not complicate them. 
 

On the other hand, shortly after his return from the United States, Hsieh told 
Sanlih Entertainment TV (SET-TV) that it was possible to complete national name 
rectification and revision of the constitution within five years. He said this would not be a 
change in the status quo, because Taiwan was already a sovereign, independent state. 46  

 
Implicitly criticizing Chen Shui-bian, Hsieh argued that the problem was not the 

substance of the proposal but the lack of adequate communication: “The main reason 
why the United States, a democratic state, is opposing this is [that] (the Chen 
administration) did not give advance notice.”47 

 
While in the United States, as he has at other times, Hsieh stressed that he would 

give highest priority to national security. He declared: “Nothing is more important than 
protecting the freedom of our people. Without national security, nothing else matters. It is 
a matter of survival.”48 And in a follow-up session after his SET-TV interview he said 
that, although he believed that the degree of solidarity on the name change question 
within Taiwan would help turn U.S. disapproval around within five years or so, he 
“would not gamble with the nation’s security.”49 He did not expand on this point. 

 
As this article was heading for publication, Hsieh asserted himself to say that, 

while Chen Shui-bian had the final say on national policy, he himself had the final word 
on campaign strategy. Chen agreed.50 They claimed that thus far there had been no 
disagreements, but this seemed to be true, if it was, only in a formal sense, given Hsieh’s 
obvious concern for the impact of the UN referendum on his campaign. How this was 
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going to affect ultimate decisions about the referendum was far from clear, though the 
situation seemed to tilt in the direction of Chen’s primacy on that question. 
 
The KMT Responds in Kind 
 
By late June, the KMT decided to put forward its own referendum on “reentering” the 
UN and joining other international organizations, contrasting the DPP’s “election 
gambit” to its own “pragmatic and flexible” approach.51 As observed in CLM 21, the 
KMT decided this was a better approach than simply opposing the DPP draft. The text of 
the KMT version reads: 
 

Do you agree that this country should seek a return to the United Nations and 
apply for admission to other international organizations through pragmatic, 
flexible strategies? In other words, do you agree that this country should seek a 
return to the United Nations and apply for admission to other international 
organizations under the name “Republic of China” or “Taiwan,” or any other 
designation that would help realize the bid and assure Taiwan of dignity?52  

 
KMT presidential candidate Ma Ying-jeou, like Hsieh, sought to make other 

issues his central campaign themes; Ma wanted to focus on the economy.53 Perhaps in 
part for this reason, his criticism of the DPP draft was couched in low-key terms at this 
early date. Ma said that he shared the goal of gaining representation in the United 
Nations—“reentering” as he put it. However, he insisted this should be pursued in a 
pragmatic manner with a flexible strategy. Ma added with understatement that insisting 
on using the name “Taiwan” in the UN bid, without giving thought to the possible 
consequences, might make people think there are [were?] political motives at work.54 In 
the end, he said, participation is what really matters, not the name (though, of course, Ma 
realized as well as anyone that, at least as far as the UN was concerned, there was no 
prospect of success under any name).  
 

In a line to be echoed by the United States two and a half months later, Ma said: 
“The DPP’s referendum proposal [can] only limit the country’s international space.” 
Rather, he said, “we should use a name that won’t damage the trust of our allies.”55 
 

The KMT’s logic was clear. According to Chang Jung-kung, director of the 
party’s Mainland affairs department, the KMT has to align itself with the people of 
Taiwan on issues of identity and international space in order to help it win the March 
2008 presidential election. Indeed, if the KMT fails to “catch up” with Taiwan’s public 
and make clear its stance regarding the country’s UN cause and national sovereignty, 
Ma’s aides said, it will be very difficult for the KMT to survive.56 

 
It is reported that the KMT draft initially did not include specific reference to use 

of the term “Taiwan,” even as one option among many. But the name was reportedly 
added on the grounds that failure to do so would put the KMT at a disadvantage vis-à-vis 
the DPP. 
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In one of the more ironic aspects of all of this, the DPP accused the KMT of 
playing politics with the UN referendum issue, charging that the opposition party sought 
to mislead voters with “this ridiculous step.” “Unlike what we have been doing,” one 
DPP legislator angrily snapped, the KMT only intends “to cheat voters in next year’s 
elections.”57 

 

Over time, Ma’s criticism of the DPP referendum, and his promotion of the 
KMT’s version, became more pointed. By early August, he was labeling the DPP 
approach a “strategic error” that was aimed, not at joining the UN, but at creating internal 
political divisions in Taiwan simply to “prove its gallantry.”58  

 
In a meeting with retired general officers in late August, Ma said “the KMT 

pushes for a return to the United Nations and joining other international organizations 
under the name Republic of China, Taiwan, or other flexible, pragmatic designations with 
dignity. The purpose is to allow the people of Taiwan an opportunity to return to the 
international organizations, and at the same time, not to harm mutual trust with our 
friends.” He added, “We believe that based on the principle of universality of 
membership, the people of Taiwan should not be excluded from the UN, therefore we 
support a return to the UN.” However, he continued, “we must carefully consider the 
approach, the objective, and the means in order to avoid misgivings of the outside 
world.”59 Ma explicitly acknowledged the seriousness of the issue for Taiwan’s relations 
with the United States, and, echoing a theme he had struck before,60 said “the U.S. 
government has never been more severe in negating publicly Taiwan’s policies.61 This is 
a serious warning signal. We should not assume that the U.S. would help defend Taiwan 
under any circumstances. We should not assume that whatever reckless lines of action we 
adopt, the U.S. would support them without question.”62 

 
Ma repeated many of these themes in a major, hard-hitting statement that was 

issued to the press on 15 September.63 In that statement he lashed out at the PRC, stating 
that, if the Mainland did not improve its attitude toward Taiwan and treat it with mutual 
respect on the basis of equality and mutual benefit, it would be very difficult to improve 
cross-Strait relations. However his main emphasis was focused on the contrast between 
the KMT’s “responsible” approach to gaining international participation through 
preserving stability and not upsetting the status quo, on the one hand, and what he termed 
the DPP’s election-oriented approach that would, he said, have the opposite effect, on the 
other. He rebutted Chen Shui-bian’s argument that the difference between the two 
approaches is that the DPP’s upholds Taiwan’s dignity and status while the KMT’s 
kowtows to Beijing, arguing instead that the essence of the difference between the two 
parties’ approaches is their respective positions regarding maintaining the status quo. And 
that is why, he said, the United States strongly criticizes the DPP proposal and does not 
criticize the KMT proposal.  
 

In the course of that statement, Ma not only referred several times to “the 
Republic of China Taiwan,” but he went further and said that “Nowadays, the Republic 
of China and Taiwan are inseparable, Taiwan is the Republic of China, and to harm the 
Republic of China is to harm Taiwan; to harm Taiwan is to harm the Republic of 
China.”64  
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This statement evoked a sharp reaction from the DPP, who on the one hand 

charged him with being “a copycat” and, on the other, demanded clarification whether 
“China” (meaning the Mainland) is included in the “ROC” Ma had mentioned. Chen 
Shui-bian criticized Ma’s position as “a very naïve fantasy.”65 The KMT candidate 
responded, in turn, that “of course Taiwan is the ROC,” asking the media not to over-
interpret his remarks.66 But in the wake of that round of commentary, the KMT seems to 
have downplayed the entire Ma statement. 

 
 

Seeking Common Ground 
 
Over time, as criticism has mounted from both the Mainland and the United States over 
the UN referendum issue (discussed below), a variety of suggestions have emerged in 
favor of melding the DPP and KMT proposals. On the DPP side, interestingly, it has 
come most vocally from Vice President Annette Lu, generally seen as an ardent promoter 
of Taiwan independence. Lu, like Hsieh, has reaffirmed her support for the substance of 
the DPP’s referendum, but nonetheless has argued not only that the party must “do the 
right thing” but “do things right.” If the referendum goes forward and fails, she reasons, 
this would be a major setback.  
 

In the course of this advocacy, and reflecting both the obvious personal 
animosities as well as policy differences, she severely criticized “someone” running the 
UN referendum (presumably then–DPP chairman Yu Shyi-kun) as a person “who doesn’t 
know anything about the matter.” Moreover, she said that one ought to give deference to 
the DPP presidential candidate, Hsieh Chang-ting, regarding his concerns over timing of 
the resolution.67  
 

Reports indicated that Hsieh was typically trying to straddle the issue. On the one 
hand, he was reported “open” to talks with Ma Ying-jeou about melding the two 
referenda texts. It was even reported that, in a DPP Central Standing Committee meeting 
on 5 September, Hsieh raised the idea of sitting down with the KMT to work out a 
combined draft.68 But on the other hand, he spoke out at the 15 September rally in what 
was termed a “powerful speech,” arguing that the world community had decided “the 
ROC is not a country; why don’t you give Taiwan a chance to be a country?” 69 
 

This change of emphasis seems to have stemmed from the stiff resistance that 
Hsieh’s apparent flexibility encountered from fundamentalists in the DPP. Chairman Yu 
Shyi-kun retorted that he would support a merger so long as the proposal still called for 
joining the UN “in the name of ‘Taiwan,’”70 an impossible precondition for the KMT. 
Echoing Yu’s opposition to the idea, Chen Chi-sheng, chairman of the DPP arbitration 
committee, reportedly argued that sticking to the current text was crucial, as joining the 
UN “in the name of ‘Taiwan’” was, along with formal name rectification and 
constructing a new constitution, a key element in attaining “Taiwan independence.”71  
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Some people in Taiwan privately raised the thought that, even though Taiwan 
merited UN membership, and even though the referendum was a legitimate exercise in 
democratic expression—and even though the heavy U.S. pressure was resented—the 
DPP should either change the topic of its referendum (dropping the reference to use of 
the name “Taiwan”) or abandon it altogether. At least a couple of polls suggested the 
public might agree.72 There was a considerable stir around this issue, with some 
expecting that Hsieh Chang-ting himself would eventually adopt that view as he came to 
see that his campaign was being hurt.73  

 
However, Chen Shui-bian showed no inclination to compromise. He saw the two 

versions as being in sharp contradiction and fundamentally incompatible. As he put it: 
“They would provide a choice between the Taiwan-centric versus the China-centric lines. 
The people must distinguish between the two initiatives to avoid being taken in.”74 

 
Outside the party similar suggestions were made. Lee Teng-hui and Wang Jin-

pyng proposed a “national conference” with the goal of at least putting off consideration 
of any referenda on the subject for now (i.e., during this election cycle).75 Wang, 
however, declined to take a leading role in pushing for such a conference. 

 
 

KMT Uncertainty over Future Handling of the Referenda 
 
The KMT has vacillated considerably on the issue of whether it would withdraw its own 
referendum if the DPP did likewise. On 31 July, KMT secretary-general Wu Den-yih 
suggested that the party would consider “deferring” its proposal in such a circumstance.76 
But within hours, a follow-up press release was issued saying that the KMT would push 
its bid “more actively,” “even if the DPP takes a step back.” The fuller statement was 
confused: 
 

According to KMT spokesman Su Jun-pin, Wu said, “Only after the DPP 
withdraws its plebiscite proposal, would the KMT consider whether or not to 
defer its own proposal.” However, it does not follow that the KMT would 
immediately withdraw its proposal if the DPP does so. The KMT pushes for 
Taiwan’s return to the UN with responsibility. It is under this premise that the 
KMT would choose the best approach for Taiwan.77 
 
On 3 September Ma Ying-jeou denied rumors that he had received any pressure 

from China—or the United States—to withdraw the KMT referendum, asserting “I will 
not do so, never.”78 This decision reportedly was related to an analysis by KMT chairman 
Wu Poh-hsiung predicting that the party would be out of the 2008 race if it did not push 
the referendum forward.79 

 
Consistent with that argument, on 7 September 2007, Wu Poh-hsiung publicly 

stated that “there’s no going back” on the party’s push for a UN plebiscite: “It has already 
been decided and should be carried out at all costs.” Wu reiterated that he would “assume 
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full responsibility” for the decision and called for “solidarity, hushing dissenting voices, 
now that a collective decision has been made by the whole party.”80 

 
But a week later, confusing signals reappeared. On 13 September, the KMT 

communication chief quoted Secretary-General Wu Den-yi once again to the effect that 
the KMT would consider halting its UN referendum campaign if the DPP would do the 
same.81 The next day, Ma issued a written statement stressing that the KMT would do its 
best to reach its goal (with respect to passing the referendum), and this was accompanied 
by a background statement from a KMT source to the effect that the KMT would not 
withdraw its plan even if the DPP withdrew its own, because many worried that then 
Chen Shui-bian would initiate a “defensive referendum” which would have the field (and 
ballot) to itself.82 
 

Yet, when reports surfaced in late September that Annette Lu was pushing for a 
compromise approach, Ma expressed sympathy for a more flexible stance,83 which some 
interpreted as meaning he was open to a melded referendum as long as it followed the 
KMT design—or to dropping both referenda. As this issue of CLM moves to publication, 
the final outcome is far from clear. But it seems unlikely that the two parties will agree on 
a single text. Much more likely, if there is to be movement, would be an agreement to 
drop both proposals. Given sensitive intraparty politics within the DPP, however, this 
would seem a long-shot prospect at best, and thus both referenda will probably be put to 
the voters in March. 

 
 

The PRC Reacts to the Referenda 
 
As noted at the beginning of this assessment, Beijing believes that the “innocent” nature 
of the question put forth in the DPP referendum text is belied by the party’s “explanation 
document,” which reveals the “real intention” of the effort. Reading that DPP document, 
Beijing concludes that the purpose of the referendum is, “in the guise” of seeking 
approval for application to the United Nations, to entice the public into proclaiming that 
Taiwan is a “sovereign, independent country” whose “official name” is “Taiwan.” It is 
therefore a “referendum on Taiwan independence” in disguised form—disguised not only 
from the world at large, but also from the people of Taiwan. As one authoritative 
Mainland discussion of the issue put it: 
 

Facts show that the Chen Shui-bian authorities, acting out of partisan and 
selfish personal interests, are once again playing the trick of “tying a 
referendum and an election together” with the aim of provoking a conflict 
across the Taiwan Strait, winning votes by fraudulent means, and giving 
impetus to “Taiwan independence” separatist activities. This development, if 
allowed to continue, is certain to have a serious impact on cross-Strait 
relations, do serious damage to the fundamental interests of compatriots on 
both sides of the Taiwan Strait, and gravely endanger peace and stability in the 
Taiwan Strait and even in the Asia-Pacific region.84 
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The PRC has also noted that, while Chen argues that the use of “Taiwan” in this 
context has nothing to do with changing the formal national name, he has also claimed 
that the public support the proposal “because Taiwan is a country and the name of the 
land,”85 a position he repeated on the eve of the UN’s consideration of Taiwan’s 
application in mid-September: “Taiwan can only face the world with the name ‘Taiwan’ 
because Taiwan is the name of our country and our motherland.”86 

 
Thus, what Beijing worries about is that the referendum, carried out under the 

aegis of the Referendum Law, is not only a major political step but also a major legal step 
on the road to de jure independence.87 Mainland officials cite the DPP’s claim that a 
referendum is more authoritative than even the constitution that embodies “one China,” 
and that, if it passes, this means that “Taiwan” is above the “ROC.” Further, if it passes, it 
will allow Chen Shui-bian (and his successors) to say that, when they claim Taiwan is a 
“sovereign, independent state,” they now have a formal statement by the people of 
Taiwan to support that claim, which could become the basis for pushing a Taiwan 
independence stance at home and in the international community, laying a very 
dangerous foundation for cross-Strait relations.  

 
As the extensive quote above indicates, Beijing believes that one goal of the 

referendum is to spark a harsh PRC reaction, both benefiting the DPP domestically and 
driving a wedge between the PRC and the United States. Beijing analysts maintain that 
Chen believes if there were such a U.S.-PRC split, it would create an image of U.S. 
support for the DPP. On the other hand, those analysts say, to the extent that the United 
States still opposed the referendum, this would give the DPP, and Chen, further 
“evidence” to demonstrate that he is bravely standing up for Taiwan’s interests no matter 
who criticizes him. Either way, they believe, he wins. 

 
Beijing sees the DPP’s purposes even more clearly laid out in the party’s “Normal 

Country Resolution.” Even though, in a debate over terminology that only those steeped 
in the issue will likely fully grasp, the DPP opted to support “rapid enactment of a new 
Constitution and the rectification of Taiwan’s national name” rather than calling for 
immediate change and “explicitly calling for use of ‘Taiwan’ as the future name of the 
country,”88 Beijing still sees this as a big step in a dangerous direction. The resolution 
also embraces joining the UN and other international bodies using the name “Taiwan.” 
Moreover, it begins with the statement that “Taiwan is a sovereign and independent 
country whose sovereignty or jurisdiction does not overlap with the People’s Republic of 
China,” and it calls for holding “at an appropriate time” a national referendum “to 
manifest that Taiwan is a sovereign, independent country.” Although DPP members see 
this as a significant retreat from Yu Shyi-kun’s position to “explicitly propose” “Taiwan” 
as the country’s future “rectified” name and to formally “announce [now] to international 
society that Taiwan is a sovereign and independent country,”89 the resolution cannot but 
be seen in the Mainland as “the boldest and most obvious DPP step toward independence 
so far,” as one official put it. 

 
Mainland analysts also believe that, reflecting on U.S. behavior at times of 

tension during the past eight years, Chen Shui-bian does not think he will suffer any 
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lasting penalties. He thinks that he can use the referendum, which has enjoyed strong 
support in public opinion polls, to help secure a DPP victory in the LY and, especially, 
the presidential elections, after which there will be time—as before—to make amends 
with Washington. And in the meantime, he can “manage” the United States.  

 
As part of that, official Mainland analysts assess that Chen attaches great 

significance to the fact that, while the United States “opposes” the UN referendum, it 
merely “does not support” Taiwan’s UN application itself. In Chen’s view, they say, 
“non-support” means that the United States does not, in fact, “oppose” the application, so 
Taiwan can provocatively express the view at the UN that Taiwan is a sovereign, 
independent state that is different from the ROC, and the United States will not strongly 
object. Although recent remarks by U.S. officials (see below) should go a long way to 
disabusing Chen of any such notion, if he holds it, the U.S. decision not to speak at the 
UNGA floor debate on 21 September, even if taken for other sound reasons, may have 
reinforced his view. In any event, the Taipei foreign ministry’s expression of thanks for 
the U.S. “friendly response” of not speaking will certainly be taken in Beijing as evidence 
supporting their assessment. 

 
As a result, since early 2007, Beijing has stepped up its warnings that Chen’s 

desperation and political cleverness will lead him to try to pull a rabbit out of his hat, 
“doing anything” to salvage himself and his party. As one observer put it in a less than 
flattering characterization, Chen somehow always manages to muscle his way through 
adversity and emerge intact—like a “dead pig that defies scalding water” 
(死豬不怕開水燙).90  
 

In line with their conviction that Chen is capable of producing another “two 
bullets” scenario at the last minute,91 some PRC analysts have projected that Chen would 
create a “disturbance” that would justify imposition of martial law. “We must [maintain] 
a high degree of vigilance. While we must be aware of his pretentious side, we must also 
be aware that he might do something desperate like a cornered beast. When the situation 
is unfavorable to them, he is ready to do anything.”92 Others, with perhaps a less vivid 
imagination, see him at least planning to use a “defensive referendum,” much as the 
KMT has feared. 

 
In recent months Beijing has come to the conclusion that achieving de jure 

independence through constitutional amendment would be impossible during Chen’s 
remaining months in office. Instead, the PRC now sees the UN referendum as a “cheap 
substitute.” That is, although half of the electorate must still “participate” in the balloting, 
a normal referendum such as the one on UN membership only requires approval of half 
of those voting in order to pass, whereas ratification of a formal constitutional amendment 
requires not only the participation but the affirmative vote of half of all eligible voters. 
And, as noted, the PRC fears that, because of the referendum’s “tricky” wording, its 
purpose is less evident to voters, and so it can be pressed in a deceptive way that Chen 
hopes will garner support without raising suspicions. 
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Earlier in the summer, the Mainland took some hope from the Referendum Review 
Committee’s ruling that that the DPP referendum should be kept off the ballot. But 
Beijing saw the reversal of that decision on appeal as a major turning point. As some 
PRC Taiwan affairs experts put it privately, once the signatures have been collected, 
there will be no stopping the referendum. This judgment probably explains why, at about 
that time, Beijing ratcheted up its rhetoric. For example, the Taiwan Affairs Office 
(TAO) took the occasion of the UN’s return of Chen Shui-bian’s first letter to Ban Ki-
moon to issue a strong condemnation, raising the specter of a forceful response if things 
went too far. As noted earlier, the TAO seized the occasion to issue a not so subtle threat, 
observing that “we have made the necessary preparations for resolutely stopping all 
‘Taiwan independence’ adventures.”93  
 
 The line about “necessary preparations” has been repeated in various ways  
since then. 
 

Still, Beijing harbors hope that Hsieh will come to realize he cannot win the 
election in the face of unremitting U.S. opposition, and so will find a way to set the 
referendum aside. Some officials say they believe the United States has the wherewithal, 
if it chooses to act, to ensure Hsieh comes to that conclusion, or that he at least insists on 
modifying the referendum to the point “where it is more acceptable.”94 (One presumes 
this means removing the phrase “in the name of ‘Taiwan.’”) Whether they will credit the 
U.S. effort to divert one of the most problematic proposals with regard to the “Normal 
Country Resolution” (on a formal change of the national title) is uncertain. But, as noted, 
while there are still almost six months until the election, the chances are uncertain at best 
that they will be rewarded in their hope that the UN referendum itself will be sidelined. 
 

Initially, the PRC also strongly criticized the KMT’s UN referendum. Chen 
Yunlin, head of the Taiwan Affairs Office, told visiting KMT vice chairman Chiang 
Ping-k’un and others that the DPP’s UN referendum had put cross-Strait relations in 
“unprecedented danger” and expressed bewilderment as to why the KMT would follow 
the DPP’s lead by proposing its own referendum. “You may think this is a false topic just 
for the elections, but if it is allowed to carry on, it may turn out to be a true intention for 
the future.”95 Chen reportedly warned Taiwanese business leaders on the Mainland that, 
under the precondition that people on both sides of the Strait are “Chinese,” then Beijing 
could continue its policy of separating economics from politics. However, reports said, 
Chen cautioned that passage of the referendum would “lead to de facto separation and 
change the status of this relationship.”96 

 
But eventually Beijing came to the judgment that the KMT was in a reactive 

mode and needed to put forth something in its own electoral interests. Perhaps more 
important, it concluded that the KMT draft could draw off support from the DPP version 
and help defeat it. As a result, by late summer, Beijing was expressing no criticism of the 
KMT for its draft, though it was hopeful that the DPP could be brought to drop its 
referendum, in which case, Beijing was confident, the KMT would do likewise. 
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Still, even as the focus returned to the DPP draft, China sought to enlist the 
Taiwanese business community against the referenda. Vice Premier Wu Yi was reported, 
on the same day that George W. Bush and Hu Jintao met in Sydney (discussed below), 
not only to have cautioned Taiwan business community leaders in the Mainland about the 
potential harmful impact of the referendum on cross-Strait economic relations, but to 
have urged them to be active against Taiwan independence: 

 
Failure to resolutely stop “Taiwan independence” separatist activities will 
severely jeopardize the peaceful development of cross-strait relations, cross-
strait economic and trade exchanges and cooperation, the business 
development of vast numbers of Taiwan businessmen, and the interests and 
well-being of compatriots on both sides of the Strait. It is hoped that the vast 
number of Taiwan businessmen will guard against “concentrating only on 
work to the neglect of the overall situation” [只顾埋头拉车， 

不抬头看路] and continue to use various means to oppose “Taiwan 
independence” separatist activities and safeguard the peaceful development of 
cross-strait relations.97 

 
Chen Yunlin has denied that any of these comments represented a threat to disrupt 

cross-Strait economic relations. In an interview with Taiwan’s Central News Agency in 
late August, he said that Beijing would keep its political policy toward Taiwan separate 
from its economic policy, even if Taiwan were to hold the referendum.98 But at the same 
time, he is known to believe that it is not tolerable to have individuals make money in 
cross-Strait trade and investment, on the one hand, and actively promote Taiwan 
independence, on the other. However, that is a case-by-case matter, Beijing insists, and 
the “fundamental policy” of separating economics from politics, as articulated in Jiang 
Zemin’s “eight point proposal,” will remain intact.99 

 
Cognizant of the backlash previous efforts to sway the Taiwan electorate have 

generated, PRC officials have tried to walk a fine line between raising the prospect of 
employing “non-peaceful means and other necessary measures” in accordance with the 
Anti-Secession Law and not making overt threats. At the end of July, the minister of 
national defense and vice chairman of the Central Military Commission, Cao Gangchuan, 
expressed the PLA’s determination that it “absolutely will not tolerate ‘Taiwan 
independence’ and will never permit anyone using any name or in any way to separate 
Taiwan from China.”100 

 
At about the same time, as the missile buildup opposite Taiwan was continuing 

apace, there were reports of increased PLA exercises opposite Taiwan and “landing” 
exercises along the PRC coast that simulated amphibious operations of particular 
relevance to a Taiwan scenario.101 But there was no indication of a particularly assertive 
show of force, and some observers have commented that the increased activity was likely 
connected to the PLA’s annual exercise cycle. Still, one has to believe that Beijing was 
quite willing to have this activity noted and to be perceived as part of preparations for 
what it “must do” if things get out of hand. Moreover, at various times PRC polling data 
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were made available to bolster the impression of strong popular support for using force if 
necessary.102  

 
 
The U.S. Factor 
 
In the previous issue of CLM, we noted that the United States had already gone on record 
as opposing a referendum on applying to the United Nations “in the name of ‘Taiwan.’” 
In a statement “on background” on 18 June, an official of the State Department’s Bureau 
of East Asian and Pacific Affairs urged President Chen to drop the idea of the UN 
referendum.103 Overnight, the foreign ministry in Taipei rebutted the official’s 
arguments,104 and the next day the State Department spokesman responded “on-the-
record.”  
 

Repeating the reasons the official had already articulated “privately,” the 
spokesman said: “The United States opposes any initiative that appears designed to 
change Taiwan’s status unilaterally. This would include a referendum on whether to 
apply to the United Nations under the name Taiwan.”105 On 22 June, the spokesman 
repeated this statement in response to a “taken question.” In the context of observing that 
the United States is not opposed to referenda “in principle,” he reiterated that the United 
States did oppose referenda fitting the criteria stated three days earlier.106 

 
The American response went beyond words to curtailing the transit arrangements 

for Vice President Annette Lu on her way to and from Latin America in early July. 
Although various Taiwan officials tried to deny the connection, Vice President Lu herself 
spoke about it quite openly in a Formosa TV interview in mid-July after her return. 

 
And in August, when President Chen went to Central America, the United States 

signaled in even stronger terms its great displeasure by limiting him to bare-minimum 
refueling stops in Alaska, significantly not in “the continental United States.” On the 
outbound journey from Taiwan, Chen made a gesture of protest against this 
“unprecedented experience for me in all of my foreign visits during my terms as 
president”107 during the Alaska stop by greeting the honorary chairman of the American 
Institute in Taiwan, William Brown, without necktie or jacket. Moreover, he pasted up 
stickers reading “UN for Taiwan” all over his plane—and on his shirt.108 

 
During the Alaska refueling stop on the way back, AIT chairman Raymond 

Burghardt greeted him, for which Chen made a significant show of being in a suit and tie 
to reciprocate the “respect” Burghardt displayed by being there.109 On both the outbound 
and return stops, as a rather clear response to the shabby treatment he felt he was getting, 
Chen declined to disembark for the hour or so during which the plane was being refueled. 
In the process, he ensured that everything was recorded by the large number of media 
representatives on board his plane. 

 
Having suffered the indignity of his treatment on his way to Central America, and 

in order to underscore that he had accepted such indignities because of the importance of 
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the UN bid, Chen decided that, in his public statements during the trip, he would refer 
only to “Taiwan,” not to either the “Republic of China” or even the “Republic of China 
(Taiwan).” Thus, he referred to himself throughout the trip as the “president of Taiwan,” 
echoing the formulations he had used in his missives to the United Nations in July.110 

 
Although the United States sought through the course of most of the summer to 

employ quiet diplomacy to get Chen to back off of the referendum, Washington felt it 
was making no progress. In an episode that revealed much about why this was the case, 
and how Chen views his own responsibility as president, the Taiwan president had taken 
the occasion of his airplane conversation with Burghardt to urge that the United States 
safeguard the values of democracy rather than American national interests.111  

 
In any event, by late August, with diplomacy getting nowhere, it was decided to 

deploy Deputy Secretary of State John Negroponte to make a highly visible statement on 
the matter. On 27 August, even while Chen was still in Central America, Negroponte had 
an interview on Phoenix TV that focused entirely on the referendum issue.  

 
In comments that were widely broadcast both on the Mainland and in Taiwan, 

Negroponte stressed American friendship for Taiwan, but then went on to express “great 
concerns” about a referendum to join the UN “in the name of ‘Taiwan.’” He explained 
that the United States opposed such a referendum because it was seen as a step toward 
alteration of the status quo, one that could be interpreted as a step toward a declaration of 
independence. He said this would be provocative and a violation of Chen Shui-bian’s 
commitments to the people of Taiwan, the international community, and President Bush. 
Although he ducked a “hypothetical” question about the consequences for U.S.-Taiwan 
relations if the referendum went forward, Negroponte closed with a strong statement that, 
while the United States supported Taiwan’s democracy, the pursuit of further 
democratization had to be done “in a serious and responsible way.”112 

 
The next shoe fell only three days later, when the National Security Council 

Senior Director for Asian Affairs, Dennis Wilder, briefed the press about President 
Bush’s forthcoming trip to Australia and the APEC Summit. In reiterating U.S. 
opposition to the DPP referendum, Wilder cited the longstanding U.S. position that it 
does not consider Taiwan—or the ROC—to be a “state” in the international community 
and did not see any prospect for Taiwan actually to join the UN. In this situation, he 
argued, the referendum “only adds a degree of tension to cross-straits relations that we 
deem unnecessary.”113 

 
The final blow during this period came in a major speech by the senior State 

Department official who deals full-time with issues relating to the PRC and Taiwan. 
Explicitly speaking on behalf of the entire administration, Deputy Assistant Secretary of 
State Thomas Christensen gave an unusually direct and thorough explanation of U.S. 
policy on the referendum question. In many respects he provided direct responses to 
Chen Shui-bian’s repeated question about what it was the United States objected to.114 
And he refuted Chen’s assertion that “As long as we take the road of democracy, it is 
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impossible for any country, no matter how monstrous it can be, to use force against 
us.”115 

 
Christensen laid out in great detail what concerned the United States and why 

Washington so strongly opposed the DPP’s referendum on joining the United Nations “in 
the name of ‘Taiwan.’”116 At heart, his message was that anything that places peace and 
stability in the Taiwan Strait at risk runs directly contrary to the interests of the United 
States (as well as the interests of the people of Taiwan), and the DPP’s referendum does 
precisely that. Christensen minced no words in stating that what bothers the United States 
is the issue of “name change,” and he dismissed as “purely legalistic” Taipei’s argument 
that the referendum, even if passed, would not amount to a pursuit of name change. 

 
Christensen said that raising the issue of Taiwan’s name “in what could be 

interpreted by many to be a legally binding popular vote” was especially troubling: It is 
the “pursuit of name change” in the referendum “that makes the initiative appear to us to 
be a step intended to change the status quo.” 

 
While U.S. opposition to Chinese coercion of Taiwan is beyond question, we 
do not recognize Taiwan as an independent state, and we do not accept the 
argument that provocative assertions of Taiwan independence are in any way 
conducive to maintenance of the status quo or peace and stability across the 
Taiwan Strait . . . In fact, we rank such assertions along with the referendum on 
joining the UN under the name Taiwan as needless provocations that are 
patently not in the best interests of the Taiwan people or of the United States. 
 
 

Bush and Hu Meet in Australia 
 
In the middle of all of this, after Negroponte’s interview and Wilder’s briefing but before 
Christensen’s speech, Presidents Bush and Hu met in Australia. 
 

The day before that meeting, in what many saw as a message to Bush, Hu devoted 
three minutes out of a ten-minute speech before a largely ethnic Chinese audience to a 
discussion of Taiwan. Although he put initial stress on positive cross-Strait interactions, 
with a rising voice he added a warning: 

 
Realizing the complete reunification of the motherland is the common 
aspiration of Chinese sons and daughters at home and abroad. We insist on 
devoting the greatest efforts with the utmost sincerity to safeguarding cross-
Strait peace and stability and to promoting the healthy development of cross-
Strait relations. 
 
In recent months, the Taiwan authorities, however, have stubbornly clung to 
the stance of Taiwan independence and separatism by pressing ahead with the 
so-called referendum on joining the United Nations under the name of Taiwan 
as well as other separatist activities. 
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We are striving to realize the prospect of peaceful reunification. However, we 
will not allow anybody—by any means—to separate Taiwan from the 
motherland.117 
 
According to one account, when Hu and Bush met the next day, they discussed 

Taiwan for a half hour.118 And although President Bush did not mention discussion of 
Taiwan in their joint post-meeting press appearance, Hu did: 

 
I also briefed [President Bush] on the developments in the situation across the 
Taiwan Straits. President Bush also explicitly stated the U.S. position, [the] 
consistent U.S. position of opposing any changes to the status quo.119  
 
A PRC spokesman later amplified. On the Taiwan question, he said, Hu had 

stressed that this and next year will be “a highly dangerous period” (高危期) in the cross-
Strait situation. Regardless of warnings from different sides, the Taiwan authorities 
flagrantly renewed separatist acts, such as tabling the proposal of “referendum on UN 
membership” and “joining the UN under the name of ‘Taiwan.’”  

 
Hu went on, the spokesman reported: “We must issue harsher warnings to the 

Taiwan authorities that any separatist attempt in any form seeking ‘Taiwan 
independence’ will go in vain.” 

 
The spokesman then described the U.S. position: 
 
Bush said the United States firmly adheres to the one-China policy, observes 
the three U.S.-China joint communiqués and opposes any unilateral act to 
change the status quo across the Taiwan Straits. The U.S. side fully 
understands China’s concerns on the issue, he said. On Taiwan’s proposal of 
“referendum on UN membership,” Bush said U.S. Deputy Secretary of State 
John Negroponte has promptly and clearly stated the U.S. government’s 
opposition to the move by the Taiwan authorities. The U.S. side will continue 
to pay attention to the issue and is willing to maintain close communications 
with China concerning it, he added.120 
 
In the American press briefing on the meeting, Deputy National Security Advisor 

Jim Jeffrey described the discussion of Taiwan this way: 
 
The meeting began with a discussion of political issues. First of all, Taiwan. 
The President reiterated his position on Taiwan, reassured Hu that his position 
had not changed; went through our concerns, which we’ve just made public, 
about the referendum in Taiwan about U.N. membership. The President of 
China indicated his concerns. 
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In response to questions, Jeffrey addressed possible next steps: 
 
I believe that they understand President Bush’s position. I think that they were 
pleased at the public reiteration of our position last week by John Negroponte. 
We referred to that. Both sides are well aware of that and referred to that. And 
I think for the moment we’ll continue to monitor the situation . . . 
 
We are concerned very much about this step that Taiwan has undertaken. We 
also don’t want to see this blown up too big. We don’t want to see anyone 
provoked by the actions of the Taiwanese. So, for the moment we’re going to 
stay with our position and continue to exert our good influence on the 
Taiwanese to see if we can change their position.121 
 
 

Taiwan Reacts to the U.S. Criticism of the Referendum 
 
Although a number of commentaries have begun to appear in the Taiwan press 
suggesting that a backlash is developing against U.S. pressure on the UN referendum 
issue (many but not all of these from DPP partisans),122 and despite some sharp 
comments from Chen and others at various times,123 Chen Shui-bian has tended to play 
down disagreements with Washington and to play up underlying good relations. He has 
rejected characterizations of the United States as Taiwan’s enemy or rival,124 and he has 
called the United States Taiwan’s closest friend, observing: “Even loving husbands and 
wives quarrel sometimes.”125  
 

Chen has sounded another theme, though with a certain degree of inconsistency. 
That is regarding communication between Washington and Taipei. On his way to the 
Kaohsiung rally in mid-September, Chen touted the “wide range” of contacts between the 
American and Taiwan foreign and defense ministries and stated that the referendum issue 
“had not had the slightest influence” on such contacts. Moreover, he added, the two 
governments had engaged in “high-level” dialogue in the first half of the year and still 
had senior-level dialogue through a variety of channels.126  
 

But in late June, his representative in Washington had called for “more 
communication” on the referendum issue, asking that “policymakers” visit Taipei. And in 
this same general period, Chen at times also bemoaned the lack of adequate contact with 
the United States, charging that high-level communication had been cut off “for some 
time.”127 He called for “delegations of representatives” from the State or Defense 
Department to visit Taiwan.128 (As Christensen forcefully noted in his speech, from an 
American perspective the issue is not a lack of adequate, authoritative communication; 
the issue is the messages being communicated from Taipei and the lack of response to 
serious U.S. concerns.) 

 
At the same time, Taipei’s reactions to PRC statements have tended to be 

dismissive. President Chen has denied the referendum would generate tension in the 
Strait—“that won’t happen”129—and Foreign Minister James Huang declined to respond 
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to President Hu Jintao’s remarks about the “period of high danger” on the grounds that 
the Mainland had always taken a stern line toward Taiwan and there was no need to 
“make a fuss over the wanton remarks made by the leader of a totalitarian country.”130 In 
fact, perhaps reflecting relief that Bush had not reprised his December 2003 public 
scolding of Chen Shui-bian in the presence of a senior PRC leader, some in Taipei 
characterized Bush as taking a “more cautious attitude” in Sydney.131 Others perceived, 
somewhat more accurately, that this might only be “the calm before the storm.”132 

 
 

The PRC Reacts to the U.S. Criticism of the Referendum 
 
Despite the apparently good meeting in Sydney between the leaders, and despite what 
was obvious PRC pleasure at the series of American public statements on the referendum 
question,133 aspects of the U.S. stance still troubled Beijing. In the first place, it was not 
clear whether the United States would follow through with actions (beyond curtailing 
transits) to back up their words. In August, the United States had notified Congress of the 
intention to sell 60 Harpoon anti-ship cruise missiles and associated equipment to 
Taiwan.134 And in the immediate wake of the Christensen speech, the administration 
notified Congress of a further $2.2 billion in possible arms sales to the island.135  
 

Moreover, a number of the American remarks—and actions in New York—made 
clear that Washington did not accept the PRC’s interpretation of the dispositive nature of 
UNGA Resolution 2758 with respect to Taiwan’s status. 

  
Apparently as a result of these factors, rather than focusing on reinforcing 

“positive” American steps on the salient issue of the moment—stopping the 
referendum—the PRC foreign ministry seized on a question about Christensen’s speech 
to make a testy statement about a broader set of concerns: 

 
The US government reiterated on many occasions its position recently on 
pursuing the one China policy, abiding by the three China-US joint 
communiqués as well as opposing Taiwan’s referendum on UN membership. 
We hope the US [will] honor its commitment to China on the Taiwan question 
and join hands with China to maintain peace and stability across the Straits and 
the general interest of China-US relations.  
 
[The] Taiwan question bears on China’s sovereignty and territorial integrity. It 
is China’s internal affairs. There is only one China in the world with Taiwan an 
inalienable part of it. The government of the P.R.C is the sole legitimate 
government representing the whole of China. This is generally recognized by 
the international community and confirmed in Resolution 2758 of the UN 
General Assembly, which brooks no doubt or denial. 
 
The series of recent actions by Taiwan authorities prove that they are 
intensifying their efforts for Taiwan independence. Any action that flagrantly 
defies the UN Charter, Resolution 2758, and the one China principle generally 
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recognized by the international community is against the will of the general 
public and doomed to failure.136 

 
 
Closing Thoughts: Some Personal Observations 
 
In closing, I would like to add a few of my own thoughts on the complex and still 
dangerous situation in the Taiwan Strait as the Taiwan legislative elections of December 
2007 and presidential election of March 2008 approach. 
 

In a fundamental way, Chen Shui-bian is right that the exercise of democracy is 
both Taiwan’s greatest strength and the PRC’s greatest concern. But one needs to 
examine that thought further to understand where both the pitfalls and the opportunities 
lie. 

 
President Chen argues: 
 
Whether the referendum passes or not, I think that through the process, we will 
create a greater domestic solidarity and also form consensuses on important 
issues regarding Taiwan’s future, including Taiwan-China issues . . . Our best 
defensive weapon is the most concrete practice, methodology, and spirit of 
democracy embodied in referendum.137 

 
 But democracy is not a license for irresponsibility. Leaders of democratic 
societies, even ones struggling for a place in the world, have an obligation to strike a 
balance between promoting their political values and protecting their people’s vital 
interests. It is not an “either/or” choice. 
 

Most people, including PRC officials who are concerned with Taiwan policy, 
understand the desire of the people of Taiwan for control over all aspects of their lives, 
including the ability to participate fully in international life and having the rights and 
responsibilities that go along with that, as well as being able to determine their own 
future. And although the PRC officials cannot accept it, they even understand the Taiwan 
people’s desire for independence. 

 
We cannot rewrite history or, through all the rational reasoning or emotional 

strength we can muster, change the fundamentals of cross-Strait relations as they have 
evolved for the past 60 years. Nor can we change geography. 

 
One of the harsh realities that grow out of that history and that geography is that 

pressing for formal, independent sovereign status would be an invitation to tragedy. 
Another is that, as numerous and powerful as the arguments adduced in favor of the DPP 
referendum might be, one cannot escape from the fact that it will inevitably be seen, not 
as crossing the line at this point to de jure independence, but as a step in that direction. 
That is true whether everyone who would support the referendum intends it to be so or 
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not. Indeed, more than 42 percent of people in Taiwan agree that this is what it 
represents. So it should not be surprising that many people in the Mainland do, as well.138  

 
Some polls suggest that perhaps 70 percent of people in Taiwan believe that the 

PRC will not go to war over this referendum.139 I agree with that assessment. In and of 
itself, this issue most likely does not rise to the level that the PRC sees as justifying the 
direct use of force against Taiwan and all that would entail. But because passage would 
be seen as a step in that direction, Beijing faces a dilemma: Given the DPP’s clear 
intention to press ahead toward independence, if the Mainland does nothing in response 
now, at what point should it take a stand to stop the train before it goes over the precipice 
and the PRC feels it has no choice but to use force?  

 
Moreover, the PRC worries that the principal, perhaps even sole, U.S. concern is 

to avoid the outbreak of war. So if Chen Shui-bian is able to press his agenda without any 
perceived risk of war, they fear the United States will have no incentive to take effective 
measures to block his efforts. And in the Mainland’s view this would only contribute to 
the pace of that train heading for the cliff. Thus, driving home to Washington the 
underlying danger of what is happening in Taiwan is a high priority for Beijing. 

 
It is clear Chinese leaders desperately want to avoid being put in a position where 

they feel they have no option but to use overwhelming force. One could argue that if they 
only “faced facts” and let the people of Taiwan determine their own future, they could get 
out of a dilemma of the PRC’s own making. But even if one can hope that the ultimate 
decisions on relations across the Strait will involve arrangements not even being 
considered today, arrangements that meet the fundamental desires and needs of people 
and authorities on both sides, such is not the case today. And it would be irresponsible in 
the extreme to say that, because it might all work out in the end, one can assume that it 
will and thus ignore the PRC reaction today in the expectation of an ultimately positive 
result. 

 
President Chen obviously does not want to bring tragedy down on the heads of the 

people of Taiwan, nor do other responsible political leaders in Taiwan, including both 
presidential candidates. But the course that the DPP has chosen with regard to the UN 
referendum, a course that President Chen is backing, runs just that risk.  

 
As we have discussed, there is also the very serious problem regarding the effects 

of the referendum on Taiwan’s relations with the United States. One can understand the 
sense of commitment to Taiwan’s future that drives President Chen to say that, while he 
respects the intentions and goodwill of the U.S. position, he disagrees and will therefore 
press ahead. But it is hard, for me at least, to understand the logic that leads him to 
continue on a course that so clearly upsets the United States and that drives a wedge 
deeper and deeper between Washington and Taipei. For that matter, looking at the 
broader international community, it is difficult to understand why some people think it is 
beneficial to arouse the suspicion and anger of the large number of countries who would 
prefer simply to deal pragmatically with both sides, but who are forced to take sides when 
the issue is pressed in the UN. 
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The politics of the issue in Taiwan are clear enough. But, assuming it persists on 

the current course, even there we will have to see whether the DPP is right that the people 
of Taiwan want to press ahead with the referendum, and to pass it if it is on the ballot, at 
such a high cost. That is obviously a decision for them to make, but there are at least 
some indications that they are not, to rephrase the lyrics that President Chen chose to 
quote, ready to march into hell for the heavenly cause of that referendum or of Taiwan 
independence.  

 
That said, Beijing could certainly have made better choices about Taiwan policy 

over the past several years if the Mainland’s objective is to win hearts and minds in 
Taiwan and at least stem any momentum toward formal independence. As I wrote in 
CLM 21, people on the Mainland recognize that they need to understand better the 
psychology and aspirations of people in Taiwan. At least this time (as compared with past 
Taiwan presidential elections), Beijing has so far been more restrained and tried to avoid 
blatant threats. As well it might. 

 
Moreover, there are different, less threatening ways of interpreting the importance 

of this referendum, and some interpretations that differ from the official PRC view have 
emerged even in commentaries by Mainland experts. One argument is that, as ill-
intentioned as the efforts of Chen Shui-bian and virtually all other Taiwan political 
leaders may be, as unacceptable as the UN referendum is, and as great the American 
responsibility is to stop it, the referendum’s essential importance is in terms of Taiwan 
electoral politics, and the Mainland needs to maintain perspective. On the other side, this 
“election purpose theory” (選舉目的論) has been attacked as “avoiding the important and 
dwelling on the trivial” (避重就輕) and failing to account for the referendum’s 
fundamental purpose of promoting Taiwan independence, thus risking that the crisis will 
get out of control and the danger increase.140 

 
My own assessment is that there is nothing in the Referendum Law that accords 

referenda, in general, the “supra-constitutional” status that the DPP “explanation 
document” claims for them or gives the DPP’s UN referendum, in particular, any special 
“legal” effect to undergird future moves toward formal independence.141 That the 
referendum could have significant political effect is beyond doubt, but the case for its 
legal importance is not persuasive. 

 
That said, my sense is that the angst underlying this particular referendum reflects 

a larger concern: The PRC is worried about the long-term impact of a series of elections 
and referenda and other steps that deepen the sense of the people in Taiwan that they 
should and can make their own decisions about their future, especially about cross-Strait 
and international issues, and that neither Beijing nor anyone else should try to tell them 
what to do. That sense already exists, of course, but it has been accompanied by a broadly 
shared understanding throughout Taiwan society that Taiwan’s security and well-being 
depend on not pushing the envelope too far or too fast. Now, with both political parties 
competing for the allegiance of the voters in an era of heightened “identity politics,” 
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maintaining that balance between values and other national interests will be more 
difficult, even as it is more imperative in light of growing PRC capabilities. 

 
Beijing knows that it cannot successfully argue against employing democratic 

instruments to determine internal directions. That represents a change. Four years ago one 
heard a great deal of concern in the Mainland about any use of referenda. But, perhaps 
helped by the fact that the United States made clear it had no intention of suggesting that 
Taiwan shouldn’t use referenda for internal matters, that position has shifted. Now, 
although the fundamental concern about the effect of referenda on attitudes in Taiwan 
remains, in a manner very similar to that of the United States, the PRC’s warnings are 
focused on referenda addressing matters that could contribute to confrontation across the 
Strait. 

 
Which brings us finally to the United States. People in Taiwan criticized Assistant 

Secretary of State James Kelly when, in congressional testimony in April 2004, he said  
 
The United States does not support Taiwan independence, and it opposes 
unilateral moves that would change the status quo as we define it. For Beijing, 
this means no use of force or threat to use force against Taiwan. For Taipei, it 
means exercising prudence in managing all aspects of cross-Strait relations. 
For both sides, it means no statements or actions that would unilaterally alter 
Taiwan’s status.142 
 

 Beyond expressing anger that the United States should define the status quo, 
people in Taiwan asked, so what is the American definition? Kelly’s amplification as 
given here, which echoed that of Secretary of State Warren Christopher several years 
before,143 involved restraint on both sides. In essence, both officials were saying, the 
United States accepts neither side’s definition of the status quo and insists that neither 
side seek to impose its own definition on the other side or on the international 
community. That position is clearly of central relevance to the UN referendum issue. 
 

But beyond this caution, the U.S. position has long had a positive dimension as 
well. It has urged both sides to take steps to facilitate constructive cross-Strait relations. 
This would, in the first instance, contribute to a sense of confidence that neither side 
would, in fact, try to impose its own definition of the status quo on the other. And in so 
doing it would consolidate peace and stability. More than that, however, it would help 
create space where none now exists, not for pushing things toward one particular 
outcome or another, but for facilitating more creative approaches to relations, now and in 
the future. 

 
This takes us well beyond the referendum issue itself. But it seems to me that 

these are the issues that lie beneath the daily tussle over that one particular document. 
And it seems to me that these are issues worth pondering as both sides manage relations 
not simply over the next few months, but after May 2008, when a new government will 
take office in Taipei and, one hopes, we may see a new beginning. 
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Notes 
 
1 Some have suggested that should Hsieh be indicted in connection with any of the several alleged 
investigations that are swirling around (even though he has now been cleared of charges on misuse of 
official funds), Su would be the only viable alternate candidate, and that this was one factor that led Chen 
Shui-bian to push so hard to have Su on the ticket. 
2 There was no time or political wherewithal, in any event, to pass a constitutional amendment. But the 
Chen administration and the DPP also decided to forgo even a “consultative” referendum or plebiscite on 
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3 Chen pledged during his 2000 and 2004 inaugural addresses that, if China had no intention of using force 
against Taiwan, he would not declare Taiwan independence, would not change the official name of the 
country, would not include the “state-to-state” concept on cross-Taiwan Strait relations in the Constitution 
and would not promote a referendum to change the cross-Strait status quo. (President Chen’s Inaugural 
Address, Office of the President, 20 May 2000.) 
4 Democracy and Progress, a monthly newsletter published by the DPP’s Department Of International 
Affairs, August 2007. 
 The Chinese text, provided to the author by the International Affairs Department of the DPP, 
reads: 

1971年中華人民共和國進入聯合國，取代中華民國，台灣成為國際孤兒。為強烈表達台灣人民的意志，提升台灣

的國際地 位及參與，您是否同意政府以「台灣」名義加入聯合國? 

The DPP referendum text was initially rejected on 29 June by the Referendum Review Committee. 
Although the committee is an Executive Yuan agency, it is still dominated by pan-Blue forces. The 
committee argued that it was meaningless to hold a referendum on a subject where public opinion was so 
clear and regarding a policy on which, by the time of the referendum, the government would already have 
acted. (Y.F. Low, “Committee Rejects DPP Initiative for Referendum on Taiwan’s U.N. Bid,” CNA, 29 
June 2007.)  

While others in the DPP responded with anger, Chen Shui-bian took a more relaxed approach, at 
least in public. “This is just the beginning,” he said. (Ko Shu-ling, “Chen urged to use ‘defensive’ 
plebiscite,” Taipei Times, 1 July 2007.) And, in fact, the referendum was reinstated on 12 July by the 
Appeals Board (a body dominated by pan-Green). (“UN Referendum Revived After Rejection Two Weeks 
Ago,” Taiwan News, 12 July 2007.)  

Now the DPP was free to proceed to collect the 825,000–840,000 signatures (estimates vary) 
needed to put the referendum on the ballot. Although it was assumed this would not prove to be a terribly 
difficult task given the high level of public support, the DPP was taking no chances, and to ensure 
collection of the necessary numbers, it assigned quotas to members and announced it would penalize those 
who did not meet their quotas. (Flora Wang, “DPP sets quotas for second-stage signature drive,” Taipei 
Times, 9 August 2007.) By mid-September, it was reported that 500,000 signatures had been collected. 
(Dennis Engbarth, “Chen urges citizens to march for UN referendum in Kaohsiung,” Taiwan News, 15 
September 2007.) 
5 Full English-language translations of the text carried in the August issue of Democracy and Progress. 
6 United Nations General Assembly Resolution 2758 (XXVI)  
Restoration of the lawful rights of the People’s Republic of China in the United Nations 
The General Assembly, 
Recalling the principles of the Charter of the United Nations, 
Considering the restoration of the lawful rights of the People’s Republic of China is essential both for the 
protection of the Charter of the United Nations and for the cause that the United Nations must serve under 
the Charter, 
Recognizing that the representatives of the Government of the People’s Republic of China are the only 
lawful representatives of China to the United Nations and that the People’s Republic of China is one of the 
five permanent members of the Security Council, 
Decides to restore all its rights to the People’s Republic of China and to recognize the representatives of its 
Government as the only legitimate representatives of China to the United Nations, and to expel forthwith 
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the representatives of Chiang Kai-shek from the place which they unlawfully occupy at the United Nations 
and in all the organizations related to it. 
 1967th plenary meeting, 
 25 October 1971. 
7 “The Wall Street Journal Asia Interview with President Chen Shui-bian,” Office of the President, 12 
September 2007 (http://www.president.gov.tw/en/, available in the United States as “Transcript of the 
Interview with President Chen Shui-bian,” Wall Street Journal, 13 September 2007). 
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Taiwan News, 27 August 2007. 
9 Ko Shu-ling, “Chen touts independence campaign,” Taipei Times, 11 September 2007. The Government 
Information Office in Taipei liked this article so much that it posted it on its dedicated pro-UN application 
website, Taiwan U.N. Me (http://www.taiwanunme.tw).  
10 China Leadership Monitor 21 (2007), page 16. 
11 “Chen Shui-bian Addresses ‘World Taiwanese Congress,’ Discusses Taiwan Sovereignty,” Office of the 
President, 7 September 2007, reported in translation by OSC, CPP20070907045001) (Chinese text 
總統參加「世界台灣人大會」第七屆年會開幕典禮 is at http://www.president.gov.tw/). 
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 The “Normal Country Resolution,” which had been percolating within the DPP for some months, 
became the locus of contention between Frank Hsieh and DPP fundamentalists. Hsieh argued that he 
supports the goals of name change, constitutional revision, and so forth, but that the middle of the 
presidential election was not the right time to set hard deadlines for achieving that. The DPP party congress 
at the end of September adopted a somewhat moderated version, endorsing those ultimate goals but setting 
no timetable. (Dennis Engbarth, “DPP congress approves resolution to turn Taiwan into “normal country,” 
Taiwan News, 30 September 2007.) In a subtle but significant development, while it calls for “name 
rectification” for Taiwan, it does not call directly for changing the “national moniker” to “Taiwan.” This 
led DPP chairman Yu Shyi-kun, who was to resign anyway, to quit abruptly. 
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of Quotations, Edison, NJ: Chartwell Books, 2000, 321). 
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22 “Text of Chen Shui-bian’s Speech at 15 September Rally for Taiwan’s UN Entry”; NY Videolink, 
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